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The electrostatic tractor has been proposed to touchlessly remove space debris from geosynchronous orbit by

taking advantage of intercraft Coulomb forces. A controlled spacecraft (tug) emits an electron beam onto an

uncooperative or retired satellite (debris). Thus, the tug raises its own electrostatic positive potential to tens of

kilovolts, whereas the debris charges negatively. This results in an attractive force called the electrostatic

tractor. Prior research investigated the charged relative motion dynamics and control of the electrostatic

tractor for two spherical spacecraft and how charge uncertainty affects the relative motion control stability, but

attitude effects could not be studied due to the two-sphere model. This work uses the multisphere method to

consider general three-dimensional spacecraft shapes, and it investigates how the electric potential uncertainty

and debris attitude impact the equilibrium separation distance between the two craft. The results show bounds

for safe operations that avoid a collision. State regions are identified where the relative motion is particularly

sensitive to potential uncertainty. The relative station-keeping performance using either higher- or lower-

fidelity multi-sphere method models are compared to demonstrate that even a lower-fidelity multi-sphere

method model can yield good results.

I. Introduction

T HE geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) is becoming increasingly
populated with both active and retired satellites due to the

unique and valuable properties of geosynchronous orbits that allow
spacecraft to maintain a fixed position above Earth. In contrast to low
Earth orbit (LEO), there is no atmospheric drag that eventually
deorbits retired satellites and debris. Of the over 1000 geostationary
objects, only 340 were controlled as of 2005 [1]. At this time, only
one-third of the satellites in GEO followed the space debris mitiga-
tion guidelines of the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination
Committee (IADC). These guidelines recommend a minimum alti-
tude increase of at least 235 km after the end of a satellite’s mission,
depending on spacecraft characteristics such as solar radiation pres-
sure coefficient, cross-sectional area, andmass [2]. The percentage of
successful reorbit maneuvers of satellites that reached end of life
between 2007 and 2016 increased to 66.1%, but stagnated over the
last few years [3]. At today’s GEO population of over 700 satellites
[3], this rate of successful maneuvers still leaves over 200 satellites
that are either not reorbited to a high-enough altitude or not reorbited
at all.
Because of the increasing probability of collisions with an increas-

ing number of artificial satellites in Earth orbit [4], active debris
removal (ADR) methods are necessary to reduce the number of
objects in the geosynchronous belt by relocating dysfunctional sat-
ellites to a graveyard orbit several hundred kilometers above GEO. A
number of ADR concepts have been investigated for large objects
[5,6], such as nets [7], harpoons [8], robotic arms [9], and the ion-
beam shepherd [10]. However, most of these concepts involve physi-
cal contact between the servicing satellite and the debris object. Nets
and harpoons might create new fragments when they impact the
debris, and the required tether between the debris and the servicer
adds complexity to the removal process. The capture with robotic

arms or tentacles requires complicated rendezvous and docking
maneuvers. Retired satellites may tumble at rates of tens of degrees
per second [11,12], exceeding the capabilities of certain grappling
methods [13]. Thus, touchless ADR techniques provide a great
benefit for space debris removal. The ion-beam shepherd is a prom-
ising contactless method for space debris removal that uses the ion
thruster exhaust plumes of the servicer to apply a force on the debris
[10]. However, it relies on a pushing configuration; that is, the
servicer pushes the debris instead of pulling. A disadvantage of the
pushing configuration is that the servicer could fly into the debris if
the transfer ion thruster (which applies the ion beam force to the
debris) fails. Additionally, the pusher method can lead to rotational
challenges if the center of ion pressure does not align with the debris
center of mass [14].
Similar to the concept of deflecting near-Earth asteroids using

electrostatic interaction [15], the electrostatic tractor (ET) has been
proposed to touchlessly remove space debris from GEO by taking
advantage of intercraft Coulomb forces (Fig. 1) [16]. A controlled
spacecraft, referred to as a servicer or a tug, emits an electron beam
onto an uncooperative or retired satellite (debris). The emission of
electrons raises the electric potential of the servicer to tens of kilo-
volts, whereas the debris charges negatively due to the bombardment
with electrons. Using inertial thrusters, the resulting attractive Cou-
lomb force in the order of millinewtons is used to pull the debris to a
graveyard orbit without any physical contact. It has been demon-
strated that this concept can be used to raise the altitude of a retired
satellite by 300 kmwithin twomonths [17], and that it is also possible
to touchlessly detumble such satellites [18–20]. The pushing con-
figuration, where the sign of the electric charge is the same for both
spacecraft, and the effects of attitude on the relative motion have also
been investigated [21,22].
One important characteristic of charging in the space environment

is the Debye length, which describes how far the electrostatic effects
of an object are perceivable. In the cold and dense LEO environment,
the Debye length is in the order of centimeters, which prevents the
development of significant Coulomb forces between spacecraft and
complicates the use of the ET in LEO. However, in the hot and
tenuous GEO environment, the Debye length is at least 180–200 m
for standard solar conditions, allowing for Coulomb forces in the
order of millinewtons between spacecraft [23].
Previous research investigated the charged relativemotion dynam-

ics and control of the ET for two spherical spacecraft, and how charge
uncertainty affects the control stability [17]. If the charge uncertainty
exceeds a critical value, the closed-loop relative motion control
bifurcates and causes the two spacecraft to collide. However, given
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the symmetric shape and charge distribution of a single sphere,

attitude effects were not studied in prior work. The multisphere

method (MSM), which uses several spheres to represent complex

shapes, approximates electrostatic forces between charged bodies

with little computational effort [24,25]. This enables the consider-

ation of complex spacecraft shapes and the resulting forces for

research on charged astrodynamics.
The focus of this work is to investigate the effects of electrostatic

potential uncertainty on the equilibria of the relative motion control

for complex three-dimensional shapes usingMSM. It is assumed that

both spacecraft are fully conducting, and that only the debris potential

is estimated inaccurately while the potential of the servicing satellite

is perfectly known. Section II reviews the relative motion dynamics

and control as described in reference [17] and gives an introduction to

the surface MSM model. The effects of electrostatic potential errors

are examined in Sec. III. First, the equilibria under normal conditions

are studied, i.e., for a specific separation distance and spacecraft

orientation. Then, the change of the equilibrium solutions for varying

separation distances is considered. Finally, the effects of spacecraft

attitude are investigated. Section IV compares the performance of

different MSM models with various numbers of spheres.

II. Dynamics Model

A. Relative Motion Dynamics

The relativemotion dynamics are derived in reference [17] and are

revisited here for convenience. A Hill frame H:fĥr; ĥθ; ĥhg with

origin at the tug’s center of mass is defined by

ĥr �
rT
rT

; ĥθ � ĥh × ĥr; ĥh � rT × _rT
jrT × _rT j

(1)

where rT is the inertial position vector of the tug, _rT is the inertial

velocity vector, and rT � jrT j. The position of the debris is described
with the relative position vector ρ:

rD � rT � ρ (2)

Solving for ρ

ρ � rD − rT (3)

and taking two inertial time derivatives gives

�ρ � �rD − �rT (4)

The inertial acceleration of the tug is

�rT � −
μ

r3T
rT � Fc

mT

� uT (5)

where μ � 3.986 × 1014 m3 ⋅ s−2 is Earth’s gravitational parameter

andmT is the mass of the servicing satellite. The first term in Eq. (5)

corresponds to the gravitational acceleration, Fc is the electrostatic
force acting on the tug due to the charged debris, and uT is the thruster
control acceleration generated by the tug’s inertial thrusters to per-

form a low-thrust semimajor axis orbit change. Similarly, the inertial
acceleration of the debris is

�rD � −
μ

r3D
rD −

Fc

mD

(6)

with the mass of the debris mD. Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into

Eq. (4) yields the relative equations of motion (EOM):

�ρ � −
μ

r3D
rD � μ

r3T
rT −

Fc

mD

−
Fc

mT

− uT (7)

Combining the thruster control acceleration uT and the electrostatic

force Fc to the total control acceleration vector

u � −Fc

�
1

mT

� 1

mD

�
− uT (8)

brings the EOM to a form that is equivalent to the Clohessy–

Wiltshire–Hill (CWH) relative motion EOM:

�ρ � −
μ

r3D
rD � μ

r3T
rT � u (9)

The linearized form of Eq. (9) is obtained using the relative position

vector expressed in the Hill frame Hρ � �x; y; z�T :

�x − 2n�t� _y − 3n2�t�x � ux (10a)

�y� 2n�t� _x � uy (10b)

�z� n2�t�z � uz (10c)

Because a semimajor axis orbit change is performed, the mean

motion n �
�����������
μ∕a3

p
, with semimajor axis a, is not constant but a

function of time, n � n�t�. The electrostatic force is in the order of
millinewtons and requires low thrust in the same range. Thus,

the orbit angular acceleration _n is in the order of n3 and is neglected
[17].
The Cartesian form of the EOM in Eq. (10) is not convenient for

control design because the equations are coupled. A spherical frame

S:fŝL; ŝθ; ŝϕg is introduced with separation distance L between the

tug and debris, in-plane rotation angle θ, and out-of-plane rotation

angle ϕ, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The angles θ and ϕ are a 3–2 Euler

Fig. 2 Hill frameH and spherical frame S.

Fig. 1 Electrostatic tractor.
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angle rotation sequence with respect to the Hill frame H. The

direction cosine matrix (DCM) that maps from H to S is

�SH� �

2
664
cosϕ sin θ − cosϕ cos θ − sinϕ

cos θ sin θ 0

sin θ sinϕ − cos θ sinϕ cosϕ

3
775 (11)

The relations between the Hill frame and spherical frame coordinates

are

L �
���������������������������
x2 � y2 � z2

q
(12a)

θ � arctan

�
x

−y

�
(12b)

ϕ � arcsin

�
−z
L

�
(12c)

and

2
664
x

y

z

3
775 �

h
SH

i
T

2
664
L

0

0

3
775 �

2
664

L sin θ cosϕ

−L cos θ cosϕ

−L sinϕ

3
775 (13)

Taking the time derivative of Eq. (13) twice and substituting into

Eq. (10) yields the spherical relative EOM:

2
664

�L

�θ

�ϕ

3
775 � �F�L; θ;ϕ; _L; _θ; _ϕ�� � �G�L;ϕ��Su (14)

with

Su �

2
664
uL

uθ

uϕ

3
775 (15)

�F� �

2
6664

1
4
L�n2�−6 cos�2θ� cos2 ϕ� 5 cos�2ϕ� � 1� � 4_θ cos2 ϕ�2n� _θ� � 4 _ϕ2�

�3n2 sin θ cos θ� 2 _ϕ tanϕ�n� _θ�� − 2
_L
L �n� _θ�

1
4
sin�2ϕ��n2�3 cos�2θ� − 5� − 2_θ�2n� _θ�� − 2

_L
L
_ϕ

3
7775 (16)

and

�G� �

2
664
1 0 0

0 1
L cosϕ 0

0 0 − 1
L

3
775 (17)

B. Relative Motion Control Design

A globally asymptotically stabilizing feedback control is devel-

oped in Ref. [17]

Su� �G�L;ϕ��−1�−�P� _X− �K��X−Xr�− �F�L;θ;ϕ; _L; _θ; _ϕ��� (18)

whereX � �L; θ;ϕ�T ;Xr includes the desired steady-state valuesLr,
θr, and ϕr; and �K� and �P� are positive definite gain matrices. As in

Eq. (8), the total control acceleration Su includes both the electro-
static force and the acceleration by the thrusters:

Su � −SFc

�
1

mT

� 1

mD

�
− SuT (19)

Using Eq. (18) to obtain Su, the required thruster control acceleration
is computed by

SuT � −Su − SFc

�
1

mT

� 1

mD

�
(20)

The thruster acceleration consists of a feedback term Su and a feed-
forward term of the electrostatic forceFc. Uncertainty in the estima-
tion of the electrostatic potential of debris results in an inaccurate
prediction of the Coulomb force. This motivates the analysis of the
electrostatic potential uncertainty effects on the ET relative motion
control.
Thruster plume impingement can exert additional forces on the

debris [26,27]. These forces are neglected, and no thrust direction
keep-out zones are considered to reduce plume impingement. Addi-
tionally, it is assumed that the thrusters are able to fire continuously
and without thruster saturation.
If the electron gun fails and is unable to create an electrostatic force

between the two spacecraft, the servicer would initially pull away
from the debris due to the missing attractive force. This is favorable
compared with an electrostatic pusher configuration, where a sudden
loss of the repelling force would require an immediate avoidance
maneuver to prevent a collision [28]. Another scenario is the case of a
complete failure of all thrusters. In this situation, the electron gun
would have to be turned off to stop the attractive electrostatic force
from pulling the two spacecraft toward each other. Note that, even
without an active electron gun, spacecraft can charge naturally up to a
few kilovolts in GEO ([29] Chap. 1). However, if both spacecraft are
charged to the same sign, this results in a repelling force.

C. Multisphere Method

The electrostatic potential V of an isolated object in vacuum is
related to the charge q:

V � q

C
(21)

where C is the object’s capacitance. If another object is in proximity,

the charge on both objects changes due tomutual capacitance effects.

For two spheres with radii R1 and R2, potentials V1 and V2, charges

q1 and q2, and separation distance L, the voltage to charge relation-
ship changes to [30]

2
4V1

V2

3
5 � kc

2
4 1∕R1 1∕L

1∕L 1∕R2

3
5
2
4q1

q2

3
5 (22)
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If the potentials on both spheres are constant, Eq. (22) is inverted to
obtain the charges of the spheres. Knowing the charges q1 and q2, the
electrostatic force is computed with Coulomb’s law:

F � kc
q1q2
r2

(23)

where kc � 8.988 × 109 �N ⋅m2�∕C2 is the Coulomb constant.
However, general 3D geometries of a spacecraft and the resulting
charge distribution cannot be modeled accurately with a single
sphere. Additionally, single-sphere models are unable to account
for torques that result from two spacecraft with complex shapes.
The MSM uses a number of spheres to represent general spacecraft
geometries and to approximate the charge distribution of the objects
[24,25]. Knowing the charge on each sphere, the forces and torques
betweenmultiple bodies are computed accurately and faster than real
time. For multiple spheres, the voltage to charge relationship is

2
6666664

V1

V2

..

.

Vn

3
777775

� kc

2
666664

1∕R1 1∕r1;2 · · · 1∕r1;n
1∕r2;1 1∕R2 · · · 1∕r2;n

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

1∕rn;1 1∕rn;2 · · · 1∕Rn

3
777775

2
666664

Q1

Q2

..

.

Qn

3
777775

(24)

or

V � �S�Q (25)

with the potential of the ith sphere, Vi, charge Qi, sphere radius Ri,
the vector ri;j from the jth to the ith sphere, ri;j � jri;jj, and the

elastancematrix �S�. Knowing the potentialsVi, Eq. (24) is inverted to
obtain the charge of each sphere. For two charged bodies that consist
of multiple spheres, Eq. (24) has the form

�
V1

V2

�
�

�
S1 SM

STM S2

��
Q1

Q2

�
(26)

where SM is the mutual capacitance block of the elastance matrix,
which changes with the relative position of the two bodies. The
diagonal blocks S1 and S2 remain constant and do not have to be
updated for rigid bodies [31,32]. Once the charge of each sphere is
obtained, the resulting force and torque about point 0 acting on body
1 are computed using

F1 � −kc
Xn1
j�1

Q1j

�Xn2
i�1

Q2i

r3i;j
ri;j

�
(27)

and

L1;0 � −kc
Xn1
j�1

rj ×Q1j

�Xn2
i�1

Q2i

r3i;j
ri;j

�
(28)

where rj is the vector from point 0 to the jth sphere.

D. Spacecraft Models

Figure 3 shows the MSM models used in this work. The left
spacecraft resembles a GOES-R satellite and functions as the debris.
It was chosen for this analysis due to its general, asymmetric shape
that results from the single solar panel and the magnetometer. The
GOES-R bus is modeled as a 4 m × 4 m × 6 m cuboid, the solar
panel has dimensions of 5 m × 10 m, and the magnetometer is about
10 m long. The servicing satellite on the right is based on a 2.5 m ×
2.5 m × 3 m SSL-1300 satellite bus with two 3 m × 14 m solar
panels. Both satellites are also shown in Fig. 1.
The setup shown in Fig. 3 represents the standard (or nominal)

configuration. In this configuration, the spacecraft center-of-mass
locations are 20 m apart in the ŝL direction, and the axes of the debris

frame D:fd̂1; d̂2; d̂3g align with the corresponding axes of the tug

frame T :ft̂1; t̂2; t̂3g.

III. Effects of Electric Potential Uncertainty on
Equilibrium Locations

A. Sensing the Electrostatic Potential

The relative motion control requires knowledge of the electro-
static force between the two spacecraft. This force depends on the
charge distribution of the two bodies, which in turn depends on
the electrostatic potentials. Thus, an accurate determination of the
potentials is necessary for a desired control behavior. Because the
advantage of the ET over other ADR methods is that it does not
require any physical contact, remote electrostatic potential sensing
techniques are essential to keep this ADR method fundamentally
touchless.
The electron method [33] and the x-ray method [34] provide two

promising ways of touchlessly determining the potential of a
neighboring satellite. Both methods use an active electron beam
that is directed at the debris, generating secondary electrons and
x-rays. The low-energy secondary electrons are accelerated by the
negatively charged debris and arrive at the servicing satellite with a
kinetic energy that is equal to the electrostatic potential difference
between the two spacecraft. The excited x-ray photons have an
energy up to the landing energy of the electrons that are emitted by
the electron beam. The difference between the initial energy of the
electrons (i.e., the beam energy) and the landing energy (the
kinetic energy of the electrons when they impact the debris)
corresponds to the electrostatic potential difference between the
two craft. Thus, knowing the electron beam energy and the poten-
tial of the servicing satellite, the potential of the debris is inferred.
Recent progress in remote potential sensing also shows that it is
possible to estimate the potential of a neighboring satellite without
an active electron beam, using the x-rays that are excited by the
ambient plasma environment [35].
However, even though these remote sensing methods provide

means to touchlessly measure the electrostatic potential of the debris,
the estimation might be off by a few percent [36,37]. Measurement
uncertainty arises due to inaccuracies of the implementedmodels and
noise. It is important to know how the corresponding estimation
errors of this uncertainty affect the closed-loop response of the
relative motion control.

B. Equilibria Under Standard Conditions

If the gain matrices �K� and �P� are selected to be orthogonal, the
spherical relative EOM in Eq. (14) decouple as

�L� PL
_L� KL�L − Lr� � 0 (29a)

�θ� Pθ
_θ� Kθ�θ − θr� � 0 (29b)

�ϕ� Pϕ
_ϕ� Kϕ�ϕ − ϕr� � 0 (29c)

Fig. 3 MSM spacecraft models: green spheres correspond to positive
charge, and red spheres correspond to negative charge; the stronger the
color, the higher the charge magnitude.
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which allows for better analysis of the closed-loop response. If the

potential of the debris is estimated, the first equation becomes

�L� PL
_L� KL�L − Lr� � �Fc − Fc;est�

�
1

mT

� 1

mD

�
(30)

whereFc;est is theCoulomb force according to the estimated potential

and Fc is the actual Coulomb force. Both Fc;est and Fc are the ŝL
components of the electrostatic force vectors Fc;est and Fc. Defining

μTD �
�

1

mT

� 1

mD

�
(31)

yields a compact form for the equilibrium solutions of the closed-

loop response:

KL�L − Lr� � �Fc − Fc;est�μTD (32)

Note that, for constant tug and debris potentialsVT andVD, the actual

force Fc � Fc�L� depends on the separation distance L between the

tug and the debris. Assuming perfect knowledge of the tug potential

VT , the estimated force Fc;est � Fc;est�L;ΔV� is a function of L and

the estimation error of the debris potential

ΔV � VD − VD;est

VD

(33)

where VD is the actual potential and VD;est is the estimated potential

of the debris. Thus, Eq. (32) is rewritten as

KL�L − Lr� − �Fc�L� − Fc;est�L;ΔV��μTD � 0 (34)

where the forces are computed using MSM. The feedback gain KL

must be chosen to compute the equilibrium solutions of Eq. (34).

Reference [17] shows that

KL ≥
27μTDkcjΔQj

4L3
r

(35)

is required to ensure that an equilibrium solutions with a positive

value ofL exist for the two-spheremodel. This formulation considers

a charge estimation error

ΔQ � qTqD − qT;estqD;est (36)

instead of an electrostatic potential estimation error ΔV. In the

equation above, qT and qD are the charges of the tug and the debris,

and qT;est and qD;est are the estimated charges. Equation (35) depends

on the masses of the spacecraft and the reference separation distance,

and it requires some knowledge about the expected magnitude of

the charge estimation error ΔQ. If the feedback gain KL is chosen

according toEq. (35), then equilibrium solutionswith a positivevalue

of L exist for charge estimation errors that are smaller than the

expected estimation error magnitude that was selected for determin-

ing the feedback gain. Comparing Eq. (35) with Eq. (23) shows that

the term kcjΔQj∕L2
r corresponds to the difference between the actual

force and the estimated force:

KL ≥
27μTD
4Lr

jFc�Lr� − Fc;est�Lr;ΔV�j (37)

The required minimal gain KL depends on the expected potential

uncertaintyΔV and the desired reference separation distanceLr. The

feedback gain is obtained by substituting the maximum expected

potential error ΔVmax:

KL � 27μTD
4Lr;KL

jFc�Lr;KL� − Fc;est�Lr;KL;ΔVmax�j (38)

Note that Lr is replaced by Lr;KL to distinguish between the desired

distance Lr and the configuration distance Lr;KL that is used to

compute the gain, as these two values sometimes differ in the
following sections. Equation (34) is solved numerically for the
standard spacecraft orientation as shown in Fig. 3, using the param-
eters given in Table 1 and Lr � 20 m. The resulting equilibrium
locations Leq are shown in Fig. 4.

If the electrostatic potential of the debris is underestimated
(ΔV < 0), the estimated negative debris potential VD;est increases in
magnitude. Thus, the force is overpredicted and the relative motion
control settles to an equilibrium separation distance that is greater
than the desired distance Lr. If the debris potential is overestimated
(ΔV > 0), the magnitude of the estimated potential VD;est decreases,

and the resulting force is underpredicted. In this case, either two
positive and one negative equilibrium solutions exist or only one
negative solution, depending on the errorΔV. The underestimation of
the electrostatic force pulls the servicing satellite closer to the debris.
Only one of the positive equilibria is stable, depicted by the solid line
in the figure, whereas the other positive equilibrium solution is
unstable and represented by a dashed line. The arrows in Fig. 4
illustrate the domain of attraction.
The closed-loop response bifurcates at the critical point (L�,ΔV�).

A potential error that is greater than the critical error ΔV� results in
one negative root. As the relative motion control settles toward this
negative equilibrium location, the servicing satellite would have to
pass through the debris, causing a collision. The separation distances
where the two spacecraft geometries intersect are represented by the
shaded region in Fig. 4 and labeled as the “Collision Zone.” An
equilibrium location that is within this region, or a negative equilib-
rium solution, causes the two spacecraft two collide. Thus, an esti-
mation error that is greater than the critical errorΔV�must be avoided
as it would cause a collision. Note that the critical error is approx-
imately equal to the expected maximum estimation error, which is
10% in this analysis, if the feedback gain is computed using Eq. (38).
The response of the controller is illustrated inReference [17]with a

numerical simulation for a two-sphere model. The simulation results
show that an overprediction of the electrostatic force causes the

Table 1 Parameters used
in this analysis

Parameter Value

mT 2000 kg

mD 2857 kg

VT 25 kV

VD −25 kV

ΔVmax 10%

Fig. 4 Equilibrium locationsLeq of the closed-loop response for poten-
tial estimation error ΔV and Lr � 20 m: the solid lines correspond to
stable equilibria, and the dashed line represents unstable equilibria.
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servicer to settle farther away from the debris, whereas the in-plane

and out-of-plane rotation angles remain unaffected and converge to

the same value as for the case where the force is perfectly known.
The location of the critical point can also be approximated by

replacing the complex spacecraft models with effective spheres.

Reference [17] shows that

L� � 2

3
Lr (39)

for a two-sphere model. Although this relation is exact for the two-

spheremodel, it only holds approximately for general 3D geometries.

The charge estimation error at this distance is

ΔQ� � −
4KLL

3
r

27kcμTD
(40)

This critical value is also obtained with Eq. (36):

ΔQ� � qTqD − q�T;estq
�
D;est (41)

The charges qT and qD correspond to the actual spacecraft potentials

VT and VD, whereas q
�
T;est and q

�
D;est result from the critical potential

estimation errorΔV�. Assuming perfect knowledge of the tug poten-

tial, the charges are determined by inverting Eq. (22):

qT � L��L�RTVT − RTRDVD�
kc�L�2 − RTRD�

(42a)

qD � L��L�RDVD − RTRDVT�
kc�L�2 − RTRD�

(42b)

q�T;est �
L��L�RTVT − RTRDVD�1� ΔV���

kc�L�2 − RTRD�
(42c)

q�D;est �
L��L�RDVD�1� ΔV�� − RTRDVT�

kc�L�2 − RTRD�
(42d)

Substituting Eq. (42) into Eq. (41) gives

ΔQ� � L�2RTRD

k2c�L�2 − RTRD�2
⋅ �L�RDΔV�2

� �2L�RDVD − �L�2 � RTRD�VT�ΔV�� (43)

This expression depends on the radii of the effective spheres RT and

RD. The self-capacitance of a sphere is given by

C � 4πε0R � R

kc
(44)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. Because the self-capacitance of

the spacecraft is known from the MSM models, the effective sphere

radii are approximated by

RT � CTkc � 4.8 m RD � CDkc � 4.4 m (45)

Note that Eqs. (42) and (43) are singular if L�2 − RTRD � 0. How-
ever, for two spheres that do not overlap, i.e.,RT � RD < L�, it can be
shown that L�2 − RTRD > 0 is always true. Equating Eq. (40) with

Eq. (43) and using Eq. (39) yields the quadratic formula

ΔV�2 � bΔV� � c � 0 (46)

where

b � 2 −
3

2LrRD

�
4

9
L2
r � RTRD

�
VT

VD

(47a)

c �
KLkc

�
4

9
L2
r − RTRD

�
2

2RTR
2
DμTDV

2
D

(47b)

The solution of Eq. (46) is

ΔV�
1;2 � −

b

2
	

��������������
b2

4
− c

r
(48)

Examining the terms in Eq. (47) shows that only the minus sign in
front of the square root yields a reasonable solution. The equation
above is only exact for two spheres with known radii, but provides an
approximation of the critical error for two complex shaped spacecraft
that are replaced by two effective spheres:

ΔV� ≈ −
b

2
−

��������������
b2

4
− c

r
(49)

C. Change over Distance

It is interesting to see how the closed-loop response is affected
by changes to the reference spacecraft separation distance Lr. This
analysis considers two cases:
Case 1: Changes to the reference distanceLrwithout adjustment of

the feedback gain KL

Case 2: Changes to the reference distance Lr with a feedback gain
KL that is adjusted to the new reference distance
Equation (38) shows that the gain KL is configured for a certain

reference distance Lr;KL. Thus, it is expected that the closed-loop

response changes if the desired distance Lr of the controller differs
from the configuration distance Lr;KL. Although one would not

intentionally change the reference distance without adjusting the
feedback gain, this can happen for other reasons. For example,
erroneous relative position measurements essentially change the
reference distance Lr: if the servicer tries to maintain a separation
distance of 20 m and the sensors estimate a relative distance of 20 m,
even though the spacecraft are just 15 m apart in reality, then
Lr � 15 m instead of the expected 20 m.
The effects of changes to the reference distance without adjustment

of the feedback gain (case 1) are shown in Fig. 5 for a configuration
distance of Lr;KL � 20 m. If Lr � Lr;KL, the critical potential esti-
mation error is approximately equal to the maximum expected error,
ΔV� ≈ ΔVmax � 10%, because the controller was set up for this
separation distance. Themagnitude of the electrostatic force decreases

proportional to 1∕L2, so increasing the reference distance such that
Lr > Lr;KL results in a larger critical error. Thus, a larger uncertainty of

the debris potential can be handled without causing a collision. At
some point, the critical error exceeds 100%.However, ifΔV > 100%,

Fig. 5 Changes to the reference distance Lr without adjustment of the
gain KL, for Lr;KL � 20 m.
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the estimated debris potential is positive even though the actual
potential of the debris is negative, so the controller would expect a
repelling force instead of an attractive force. This drastically changes
the dynamics of the relativemotion control, so estimation errors greater
than100%are not considered in this analysis. IfLr < Lr;KL, the critical

error decreases, because the electrostatic force is stronger in closer
proximity. This means that an estimation error that is smaller than the
maximum expected error leads to a collision of the spacecraft.
Figure 5 also displays the location of the critical points, repre-

sented by the solid black line, and the corresponding approximation
according to Eq. (49), denoted by the dashed line. For small separa-
tion distances, where the electrostatic forces are strong and the differ-
ence between the two-sphere model and the MSM model are of
greater importance, the approximation deviates from the actual loca-
tions. However, for greater distances, the locations are approximated
remarkably well.
Figure 6 shows how changes to the reference distance affect the

equilibrium locations if the feedback gain is adjusted for each value of
Lr. Because the gainKL, according to Eq. (38), is set up such that the
critical error approximately equals the maximum expected error,
ΔV� ≈ 10% for each reference distance. However, Eq. (38) is based
on a two-sphere model. For small separation distances, the differences
between the two-model and theMSMmodel becomemore significant,
so the critical potential estimation error deviates from the maximum
expected error.

D. Change over Attitude

The implementation of MSMmodels enables the study of attitude
effects on the closed-loop response for generally shaped spacecraft.
According to Fig. 3, the debris is re-oriented by changing the yaw α
and the pitch β, where −180° < α < 180° and −90° < β < 90°. The
yaw axis aligns with the solar panel of the GOES-R satellite, the pitch
axis points in the direction of the magnetometer, and the geometric
center of the debris serves as the pivot point. This analysis of the
attitude effects only considers the case where ΔV � ΔV�.
Figure 7 shows how different spacecraft orientations affect the

critical estimation error ΔV�. For the standard orientation (α � 0°,
β � 0°) that was considered in the previous sections, the critical error
is about 10% if Lr � Lr;KL. However, this critical error reaches

values as low as 2% for some debris orientations, meaning that a
potential estimation error of just 2% already causes a collision. The
green areas correspond to debris orientations that increase the critical
error, so a larger estimation error can be tolerated without causing the
two satellites to collide. These regions generally correlate with those
orientations where both the solar panel and the magnetometer point
away from the tug. The blue areas, on the other hand, designate the
orientations that decrease the critical error. This poses a risk because
the tug would collide with the debris at an estimation error that is
smaller than the maximum expected error. The dark blue regions at
(α � 0°, β � −90°) and (α � 	180°, β � 90°) correspond to

orientations where the solar panel of the debris satellite is directed

toward the servicing satellite, and the valley at α � 90° is due to the
magnetometer pointing to the servicer.

Essentially, the distance between the center of charge of each

spacecraft decreases if one of the debris’ features, such as the solar

panel or the magnetometer, is directed toward the servicer. In an

effective two-sphere model, this corresponds to a scenario where the

two spheres are separated by a distance that is smaller than the

reference distance Lr. As shown in the previous section, a smaller

reference distance decreases the critical error, and vice versa, if the

feedback gain is not adjusted (Fig. 5). For theworst-case orientations,

where the solar panel is aimed at the servicing satellite, the critical

error decreases drastically to only about 2%, even though the maxi-

mum expected estimation error is 10%. For the best-case orientation,

however, the critical error increases only marginally to a little

over 13%.

The effects of debris attitude on theminimal distance between both

spacecraft in the ŝL direction is displayed in Fig. 8. For each debris

orientation, the length of the line connecting the two closest points

between the tug and the debris is computed. The long peak at α �
−90° and the valley at α � 90° correspond to the magnetometer of

the debris pointing away and toward the servicer, respectively, and

the dark blue circular regions accord to the orientations where the

solar panel is directed toward the tug.

The minimal distance between the debris and the servicer is

significantly lower than the reference distance Lr � 20 m due to

the following reasons. First, because this attitude analysis is done for

an estimation error of ΔV � ΔV�, the center-to-center equilibrium
separation distance of the two spacecraft is about two-thirds of the

reference distance, or about 13 m, according to Eq. (39). Second, the

Fig. 6 Changes to the reference distanceLr with adjusted feedback gain
KL.

Fig. 7 Attitude effects on the critical potential estimation error ΔV�.

Fig. 8 Attitude effects on the minimal distance between the debris and
the servicer, for ΔV � ΔV�.
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reference distance is based on the distance between the center of the
debris and the center of the tug, so the size of the spacecraft buses

further decreases the minimal space between the two craft by a few
meters. In the case where the debris’ solar panel or magnetometer
(both of which are about 10 m long) is directed toward the servicer,
the minimal distance reduces severely to less than 1 m, despite a
reference distance of 20 m.
Note that the regions of low critical error in Fig. 7 generally match

with the areas of low minimal distance in Fig. 8. If one of the debris’

features points toward the servicer, induced charging effectsmove the
center of charge of each spacecraft closer to the other one, which
decreases the critical estimation error. At the same time, this reduces
the minimal distance due to the length of these structures. While
intriguing, this offers a clear choice for a worst-case scenario, which

can be used to select the feedback gain of the relative motion control
accordingly. This limits the closest reference distance that can be
achieved, unless a control law is implemented that adjusts the sepa-
ration distance according to the debris orientation.
Figures 9 and 10 show how these attitude effects are affected by

changes to the reference distanceLr by looking at theworst- and best-

case scenarios. The worst-case orientation is at (α � 0°, β � −90°),
where the critical error drops to 2.4%, and the best-case orientation is
at (α � −30°, β � 90°), where the critical error rises to 13.7%. Like
in the previous section, it is differentiated between adjusting the
feedback gain for every reference distance, and keeping the same

gain across all distances. The nominal orientation corresponds to the
scenario shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 9, the feedback gain is not updated. The distance effects
dominate the attitude effects, because the critical error increases for
both the worst- and best-case scenario.
Figure 10 displays the attitude effects over distance for the case

where the feedback gain is adjusted for every reference distance. The
curves from both the worst- and best-case scenario converge to the
critical estimation error of 10% that corresponds to the standard
orientation. The attitude effects are quite significant for distances
up to 50 m, and even at 150 m the deviation from the standard critical
error is still noteworthy. Note that Debye shielding is neglected in this
analysis, which would decrease the impact of electrostatic forces at
greater distances and consequently reduce the attitude effects as well.
At a distance over 200 m in GEO, Debye screening essentially
prevents the two charged spacecraft from exerting electrostatic forces
on each other. However, these results suggest that attitude effects
should be considered at any separation distance in a tugging scenario
where electrostatic forces are effective.

IV. Multisphere Method Model Comparison

The analysis in the previous sections is based on a debris MSM
modelwith80 spheres and a servicermodelwith108 spheres.However,
a large number of spheres increase the computational costs. Thus, the
effects of lower-fidelity MSM models are investigated in this section.
For the surface MSM models, the spacecraft surfaces are discre-

tized into triangles, and each sphere of the MSM model is placed at
the centroid of a triangle [25]. Consequently, at least two spheres are
required for a rectangular surface, which limits theminimum number
of spheres for the spacecraft MSMmodels. For example, each space-
craft bus consists of six rectangular sides, so at least 6 × 2 � 12
spheres are required for the bus.
Figure 11 and Table 2 show the different MSM model configura-

tions that are used in this analysis. The number of feature spheres
corresponds to the number of spheres that are used for geometries like
the solar panel and magnetometer. For the lowest-fidelity model
(configuration F), a single effective sphere represents the spacecraft,
and it is placed at the center of charge of the corresponding spacecraft.
The center of charge is computed using the configuration A MSM
models in their standard orientations as shown in Fig. 3.

A. Standard Conditions

First, the equilibrium locations are computed for the standard space-
craft orientations and for a reference distance of Lr � Lr;KL � 20 m
(Fig. 12). Most of the equilibria curves agree with the highest-fidelity
MSM model (configuration A). Only configuration F, which consists
of one effective sphere placed at the center of charge of each spacecraft,
deviates significantly. The deviation of ΔV at the critical point
(L� � 2∕3Lr) corresponds to the difference between the analytical
approximation of the critical point and the actual value forLr � 20 m
as seen in Fig. 5.

B. Attitude

Next, the critical estimation error ΔV� is computed for the worst-
and best-case orientation using the different MSM model configura-
tions. The absolute difference between the computed values and the
corresponding values using Configuration A is shown in Fig. 13, for
each configuration.Note that the critical error is already given in units
of percentage. A difference of �1%, for instance, means that the
lower-fidelity MSM model predicts a critical error of 3% if the
highest-fidelity MSM model yields a value of 2%. Configurations
B andC deviate just slightly from configurationA. For theworst-case
orientation, there is almost no difference going from configuration C
toD. Even though the number of spheres on the debris decreases from
56 to 20, this change only comes from a reduced number of bus
spheres, whereas the number of feature spheres remains the same. On
the other hand, the difference between configuration D and E is
significant despite only reducing the total spheres by four, as the
number of feature spheres decreases while the modeling of the bus
does not change.

Fig. 9 Attitude effects over distance, without adjustment of the gainKL,
for Lr;KL � 20 m.

Fig. 10 Attitude effects over distance, with adjusted feedback gain KL.
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The effects of the two-sphere effective sphere model (configu-

ration F) are interesting, as the deviation of the best-case orienta-

tion increases significantly (as expected), whereas the deviation of

the worst-case orientation actually decreases with respect to

configuration E. This is due to the following reasons. First,

because the effective sphere of the debris is placed at the space-

craft’s center of charge, and rotated about the geometric center of

the actual spacecraft to represent different debris orientations,

some attitudes are represented more accurately than others. The

center of charge is computed for the standard orientation of the

debris, but varies if the orientation is changed. Second, a single

sphere cannot account for any induced charging effects due to the

other spacecraft, which generally accumulates charge at the sides

of the spacecraft that face each other. These induced charging

effects are even more significant when some of the debris’ features

point toward the servicing satellite, which is the case for the worst-

case orientation. Finally, according to Fig. 12, the critical error for

the standard orientation of configuration F is already almost 3%

lower than that of the other configurations. Because the critical

error is smaller for theworst-case orientation, the negative offset of

configuration F at the standard orientation gives the two-sphere

model a head start and reduces the ΔV� deviation.
The results imply that priority must be given to the distribution of

spheres on the spacecraft’s features (such as solar panels, magnetom-

eters, and other protruding structures) whereas the spacecraft’s bus

can be modeled with a minimal number of spheres. Charge accumu-

lates at the edges and corners of conducting objects. For spacecraft,

this corresponds to the protruding structures, noticeable in Fig. 3.

Thus, it is important to accurately model these structures with MSM.

The deviations are reasonably small for all models, including con-

figuration F. However, the strong dependency of the effective sphere

model on the location of the center of charge at the standard orienta-

tionmakes the two-spheremodel unfavorable.A center of charge that

is located at or near the geometric center of the satellite, which serves

as the pivot point for the debris rotations, would prevent any infor-

mation of the attitude effects.

C. Computation Time

Lastly, the reduction in computation time due to a decrease in

the number of spheres is investigated. For this analysis, the data in

Fig. 7 are computed with each MSM model configuration, and the

Fig. 11 MSM models.

Table 2 MSM model configurations

Debris Servicer

Configuration
ID

No. of
bus

spheres

No. of
feature
spheres

Total
no. of
spheres

No. of
bus

spheres

No. of
feature
spheres

Total
no. of
spheres

A 48 32 80 48 60 108
B 48 18 66 48 32 80
C 48 8 56 48 8 56
D 12 8 20 12 8 20
E 12 4 16 12 4 16
F —— — — 1 —— —— 1

Fig. 12 MSM model effects for standard scenario.
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computation times are comparedwith that of configurationA. Table 3
shows the ratio of the computation time t of each configuration to the
computation time tA of configuration A. As expected, the computa-
tion time decreases with a reduction in the number of spheres, and the
effective sphere model is significantly faster than configuration A.
However, configurationD is just slightly slower than configuration F,
at a much higher accuracy according to Figs. 12 and 13.
For the given spacecraft, configuration D is recommended due to

the high computation speed and reasonable accuracy. For the surface
MSM, a minimum of two spheres is required for a rectangular area.
The analysis suggests that two spheres per solar panel significantly
reduce the accuracy (configuration E), so at least four spheres per
protruding structure are recommended. In general, the number of
spheres of the spacecraft bus should be kept to a minimum, and the
distribution of spheres should be focused on protruding structures
instead.

V. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the effects of electrostatic potential uncer-
tainty on the ET relative motion control for complex spacecraft
geometries. If the estimation error of the debris potential exceeds
the critical value, the closed-loop response bifurcates and causes
the servicing satellite to collide with the debris. The critical value
decreases drastically if the debris is oriented in a way that protruding
structures such as solar panels are directed toward the servicer, and
this attitude also reduces the minimal distance between the two
spacecraft significantly, limiting the smallest possible reference sep-
aration distance that is used for the controller. Additionally, these
consequences of different debris orientations are significant for any
reasonable ET separation distance. Thus, attitude effects must be
considered when choosing a reference separation distance. One way
tomitigate the attitude effects is to select a feedback gain based on the
worst-case orientation, which generally corresponds to the orienta-
tion described above.
Computational effort can be reduced by decreasing the number of

spheres that are used for theMSM spacecraft models. The distribution
of spheres should be focused on protruding structures like solar panels,

whereas a spacecraft’s bus can consist of a smaller number of spheres.
The implementation of effective spheres that are placed at the center
of charge of higher-fidelity spacecraftmodels is not recommended due
to the dependency on the location of the center of charge, and because
the reduction in computational effort is marginal compared with low-
fidelity multisphere models.
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